
Liquid Consumption Tracking: On the lines below, record the time whenever the trainee finishes 100mL of liquid 
 
______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 

Scheduled Sittings PHASE 1 Data Sheet 

Procedure: Prompt the trainee to sit on the toilet for 30 minutes.   

• If the trainee pees or poops in toilet, give praise, a reward, and a 5 minute break, and then start the next sitting.  

• If the trainee does not pee in the 30 minute sitting, give a 2 minute break (watch closely for accidents!!!) and then start 
the next sitting.   

• If the trainee has an accident, clean up quickly and quietly and move the trainee back to the toilet to start the next 
sitting immediately.  If possible, interrupt the accident so the trainee finishes peeing on the toilet.  If any amount of 
urine goes into the toilet, treat it as a ‘success’ and give the reward item as well as a 5 minute break before the next 
sitting on the toilet starts. 

 

Sitting & Break Set 1 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 2.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

      Sitting & Break Set 2 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 3.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

 

     Sitting & Break Set 3 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to next data sheet.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet) reward given: __________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

consecutive 

successes? 

 

If YES, move to 

a “Scheduled 

Sittings PHASE 

2 Data Sheet.” 

If NO, use 

another 

“Scheduled 

Sittings PHASE 

1 Data Sheet.” 



Liquid Consumption Tracking: On the lines below, record the time whenever the trainee finishes 100mL of liquid 
 
______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 

Scheduled Sittings PHASE 2 Data Sheet 

Procedure: Prompt the trainee to sit on the toilet for 25 minutes.   

• If the trainee pees or poops in toilet, give praise, a reward, and a 10 minute break, and then start the next sitting.  

• If the trainee does not pee in the 25 minute sitting, give a 2 minute break (watch closely for accidents!!!) and then start 
the next sitting.   

• If the trainee has an accident, clean up quickly and quietly and move the trainee back to the toilet to start the next 
sitting immediately.  If possible, interrupt the accident so the trainee finishes peeing on the toilet.  If any amount of 
urine goes into the toilet, treat it as a ‘success’ and give the reward item as well as a 10 minute break before the next 
sitting on the toilet starts. 

 

Sitting & Break Set 1 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 2.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

      Sitting & Break Set 2 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 3.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

 

     Sitting & Break Set 3 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to next data sheet.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet) reward given: __________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

consecutive 

successes? 

 

If YES, move to 

a “Scheduled 

Sittings PHASE 

3 Data Sheet.” 

If NO, use 

another 

“Scheduled 

Sittings PHASE 

2 Data Sheet.” 



Liquid Consumption Tracking: On the lines below, record the time whenever the trainee finishes 100mL of liquid 
 
______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 

Scheduled Sittings PHASE 3 Data Sheet 

Procedure: Prompt the trainee to sit on the toilet for 20 minutes.   

• If the trainee pees or poops in toilet, give praise, a reward, and a 15 minute break, and then start the next sitting.  

• If the trainee does not pee in the 20 minute sitting, give a 2 minute break (watch closely for accidents!!!) and then start 
the next sitting.   

• If the trainee has an accident, clean up quickly and quietly and move the trainee back to the toilet to start the next 
sitting immediately.  If possible, interrupt the accident so the trainee finishes peeing on the toilet.  If any amount of 
urine goes into the toilet, treat it as a ‘success’ and give the reward item as well as a 15 minute break before the next 
sitting on the toilet starts. 

 

Sitting & Break Set 1 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 2.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

      Sitting & Break Set 2 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 3.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

 

     Sitting & Break Set 3 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to next data sheet.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet) reward given: __________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

consecutive 

successes? 

 

If YES, move to 

a “Scheduled 

Sittings PHASE 

4 Data Sheet.” 

If NO, use 

another 

“Scheduled 

Sittings PHASE 

3 Data Sheet.” 



Liquid Consumption Tracking: On the lines below, record the time whenever the trainee finishes 100mL of liquid 
 
______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 

Scheduled Sittings PHASE 4 Data Sheet 

Procedure: Prompt the trainee to sit on the toilet for 15 minutes.   

• If the trainee pees or poops in toilet, give praise, a reward, and a 20 minute break, and then start the next sitting.  

• If the trainee does not pee in the 15 minute sitting, give a 2 minute break (watch closely for accidents!!!) and then start 
the next sitting.   

• If the trainee has an accident, clean up quickly and quietly and move the trainee back to the toilet to start the next 
sitting immediately.  If possible, interrupt the accident so the trainee finishes peeing on the toilet.  If any amount of 
urine goes into the toilet, treat it as a ‘success’ and give the reward item as well as a 20 minute break before the next 
sitting on the toilet starts. 

 

Sitting & Break Set 1 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 2.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

      Sitting & Break Set 2 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 3.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

 

     Sitting & Break Set 3 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to next data sheet.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet) reward given: __________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

consecutive 

successes? 

 

If YES, move to 

a “Scheduled 

Sittings PHASE 

5 Data Sheet.” 

If NO, use 

another 

“Scheduled 

Sittings PHASE 

4 Data Sheet.” 



Liquid Consumption Tracking: On the lines below, record the time whenever the trainee finishes 100mL of liquid 
 
______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 

Scheduled Sittings PHASE 5 Data Sheet 

Procedure: Prompt the trainee to sit on the toilet for 10 minutes.   

• If the trainee pees or poops in toilet, give praise, a reward, and a 25 minute break, and then start the next sitting.  

• If the trainee does not pee in the 10 minute sitting, give a 2 minute break (watch closely for accidents!!!) and then start 
the next sitting.   

• If the trainee has an accident, clean up quickly and quietly and move the trainee back to the toilet to start the next 
sitting immediately.  If possible, interrupt the accident so the trainee finishes peeing on the toilet.  If any amount of 
urine goes into the toilet, treat it as a ‘success’ and give the reward item as well as a 25 minute break before the next 
sitting on the toilet starts. 

 

Sitting & Break Set 1 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 2.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

      Sitting & Break Set 2 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 3.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

 

     Sitting & Break Set 3 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to next data sheet.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet) reward given: __________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

consecutive 

successes? 

 

If YES, move to 

a “Scheduled 

Sittings PHASE 

6 Data Sheet.” 

If NO, use 

another 

“Scheduled 

Sittings PHASE 

5 Data Sheet.” 



Liquid Consumption Tracking: On the lines below, record the time whenever the trainee finishes 100mL of liquid 
 
______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 

Scheduled Sittings PHASE 6 Data Sheet 

Procedure: Prompt the trainee to sit on the toilet for 5 minutes.   

• If the trainee pees or poops in toilet, give praise, a reward, and a 30 minute break, and then start the next sitting.  

• If the trainee does not pee in the 5 minute sitting, give a 2 minute break (watch closely for accidents!!!) and then start 
the next sitting.   

• If the trainee has an accident, clean up quickly and quietly and move the trainee back to the toilet to start the next 
sitting immediately.  If possible, interrupt the accident so the trainee finishes peeing on the toilet.  If any amount of 
urine goes into the toilet, treat it as a ‘success’ and give the reward item as well as a 30 minute break before the next 
sitting on the toilet starts. 

 

Sitting & Break Set 1 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 2.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

      Sitting & Break Set 2 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to Sitting & Break Set 3.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
If successful (in toilet): reward given: __________________ 

 

     Sitting & Break Set 3 

 
Did elimination occur?        □yes      □no 
 
If no, give a 2 minute break from toilet, then skip to next data sheet.  If yes, complete the rest of this data box. 
 
If yes, record time: __________          pee or poop?          □ pee       □ poop 
Did elimination occur in the toilet or out of the toilet? 
                                                                            □ in toilet       □ out of toilet 
 
 
If successful (in toilet) reward given: __________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

consecutive 

successes? 

 

If YES, you’re 

DONE!  See 
procedures on 
‘WHAT NEXT’ 

slides 

 

If NO, use 

another 

“Scheduled 

Sittings PHASE 

6 Data Sheet.” 


